
Copular Verbs 

 

Looks 

(Draw these faces on the board.) How do these people look? (Answer happy, mischievous, unhappy, angry.) 

                                  

Draw faces to demonstrate the following adjectives. (Write the adjectives on the board scattered in a circle. 

Students drawn them in any order they choose.) Ask your partner to say how each face looks. 

tired,             confused,              bored,              scared,              excited,              embarrassed 

 

In pairs, discuss how these people might look and feel? 

He’s just won a marathon.                                           She’s got a terrible hangover. 
They’re playing a poker.                                               She’s just fallen over in the street. 
They’re about to take an important exam.               They’re about to get married. 
He’s bought a new sports car.                                     She’s going to complain to the manager 
It hasn’t eaten anything for days.                               He’s just seen a ghost. 

 

The senses 

In two groups, write three or four short sentences for each of these things to describe how they look, taste, 

smell, feel or sound, e.g. It tastes sweet. It feels sticky. 

concrete,       sandpaper,       hair,      diamond,     clown,      lemon,      baby,       brick,      ice-cream,  
porridge,      cashmere,       curry,         garlic,       roses,       raw,       fish,       antiques,        bagpipes 

 

(Give some help by writing up some adjectives If necessary.) 

sour,         cold,         silly,          hard,         bitter,        spicy,        sweet,        smooth,         soft,       fresh,       
nice,       oily,         dusty,        out of tune,        disgusting,        hot,         cute,        beautiful,       exciting,     loud 

 

Take turns to read out a description for the other group to guess what you are describing. 

Work on your own. Write a description of two things and see if the class can guess what they are. 



But in fact … 

I’m going to dictate the endings of some sentences. Write them down and add a beginning. Using look, 

seem, taste or feel, e.g. … but if fact he’s quite young – He looks old, but in fact he’s quite young. 

… but in fact it’s good for you.                             … but in fact it’s extremely dangerous. 
… but in fact he’s a big softy really.                     … but in fact he’s quite nice. 
… but in fact my temperature’s normal.             … but in fact she’s not really. 
… but in fact cats love it.                                        … but in fact he looks calm and relaxed. 
… but in fact it tastes OK.                                       … but in fact it really goes fast. 

 

Compare your ideas with a partner. 

Work together to write another two endings and pass them to the next pair. Add beginnings to the ones you 

receive. 


